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tyrosine-like component were identified using the parallel factor analysis model. The results

Colonized sediment

suggested that the relative component changes of fluorescence in the colonized sediments

Non-colonized sediment

were in direct relation to the change of root biomass with time. In the experiment, the root

Nitrogen enrichment

formation parameters of the plants studied were significantly affected by adding N in

Submersed macrophyte

sediments, which may be related to the reason that the root growth was affected by N addition.

Sediment organic matter

Adding a low concentration of N to sediments can play a part in supplying nutrients to the

Fluorescence feature

plants. However, the intensive uptake of NH+4 may result in an increase in the intracellular
concentration of ammonia, which is highly toxic to the plant cells. Hence, our experiment
results manifested that organic matter cycling in the macrophyte-dominated sediment was
influenced by nitrogen enrichment through influencing vegetation and relevant microbial
activity.
© 2014 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Published by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction
Long-term ecological records of the decline of submerged macrophytes in the progress of eutrophication suggested that the
composition of bottom sediment may play an important role,
due to its close relationship with macrophyte growth and
distribution (Blindow et al., 2002). Fertile sediment in eutrophic
lakes can substantially reduce the growth of submersed macrophytes (Barko and Smart, 1986). However, the mechanisms by

which the submerged macrophytes adapt to different nutrient
abundances are not clear, especially the higher sediment nutrient
condition (Ni, 2001). Hence, more attention has been given to the
effects of sediment type on submerged macrophyte growth and
their roots, especially the effects of sediment nutrient conditions
(Xie and Yu, 2003; Xie et al., 2005; Chu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009).
Conversely, submerged macrophytes can play an important
role in nutrient cycling and in both abiotic and biotic processes,
especially in shallow lakes (Qiu et al., 2001). It was reported that
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There were four types of sediments used in this experiment: N0
is sediment studied with no added nitrogen; N1, N2, and N4 are
sediment + nitrogen (N, NH4Cl 100, 200 and 400 mg/kg, respectively). The overlying water in the experiment was prepared
having the initial concentration of 1.09 mg/L nitrogen.
Sediment was dredged from Lake Yiheyuan, Beijing, China.
After being air-dried, sediments were sieved through a 0.5-cm
sieve to remove coarse debris, and mixed. Total phosphorus
(TP, %), total nitrogen (TN, %) and organic matter content
(OM, %) of the studied sediments were 0.051%, 0.102%, and
3.04%, respectively. The different sediment types were filled
into 30 × 20 × 20 cm square polyethylene containers
(pretreated with 5% HCl and then cleaned with deionized
water) and covered with water, then left to stand 2 days.
The submerged macrophyte Myriophyllum spicatum was
collected from ShiDu natural scenic spot in Beijing, China, for
experiments from 7 July to 24 November and pre-incubation in
the Greenhouse of the Chinese Research Academy of Environment Sciences for 7 days. All plants were spun for 15 sec using a
commercial salad spinner to remove adherent water. Similar

Vegetation biomass (g, plants and roots) was estimated from the
final wet weight measurements of plants and roots, respectively.

1.3. Fluorescence measurements and analysis
The sediment samples were freeze-dried and sieved to pass
100 mesh after collection. The freeze-dried samples were
shaken with ultra-pure water (soil/water ratio, 1:10, W/V) for
24 hr at 25 °C, and the suspensions were then centrifuged at
5000 ×g for 10 min. The supernatant solutions were then
filtered through a Whatman glass fiber GF/F filter followed by
a 0.22-μm Durapore membrane filter (Millipore) to remove both
particulate matter and microorganisms. The solutions were
diluted 10 times with ultra-pure water before measurement.
Three-dimensional excitation emission matrix (EEM) spectra
of DOM were measured using a Hitachi F-7000 fluorescence
spectrometer (Hitachi High-Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) with a
700-volt xenon lamp. The scan ranges were 240 to 440 nm for
excitation wavelength, and 300 to 600 nm for emission wavelength. Readings were collected at 5-nm intervals for excitation,
with 5-nm emission wavelengths, using a scan speed of
2400 nm/min. The bandpass widths were 5 nm for both
excitation and emission. A Milli-Q water blank of the EEM
spectrum was subtracted to eliminate the water Raman scatter
peaks. The correction of spectra for instrumental response
consisted of excitation and emission calibration. First, excitation
was calibrated using Rhodamine B as standard (quantum
counter) with a single-side frosted red filter in the excitation
scan mode. Then, emission calibration was conducted with a
diffuser in the synchronous scan mode. The excitation and
emission spectra obtained over the range of 300 to 600 nm were
internally applied by the instrument (through FL Solutions 2.1
software, Hitachi High-Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) to correct
the subsequent spectra. Fluorescence intensity was calibrated in
quinine sulfate units (QSU), where 1 QSU is the maximum
fluorescence intensity of 0.01 mg/L of quinine (qs) in 1 mol/L
H2SO4 at the excitation wavelength (Ex; nm)/emission wavelength (Em; nm) = 350/450. Rayleigh scatter effects were removed from the data set by excluding any emission
measurements made at wavelengths ≤ excitation wavelength
+5 nm and wavelengths ≥ excitation wavelength +300 nm.
Zero was added to the 3DEEMs in the two triangle regions
(emission wavelength ≤ excitation wavelength +5 nm, and
≥excitation wavelength +300 nm) of the missing data.

.cn

1.1. Experimental design

1.2. Vegetation biomass measurement
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1. Material and methods

apical shoots 10 cm in length were selected to determine the
initial fresh weight. After weighing, macrophytes were assigned
randomly to plant in root boxes that contained sediments,
planting 3 plants per pot (per treatment). The colonized and
non-colonized sediments were separated by a 25 μm nylon
mesh (He et al., 2005). Pots were placed in glass tanks
(0.8 × 1.0 × 1.0 m) exposed to natural sunlight in the greenhouse. Vegetation samples were collected on 7 Jul, 27 Jul, 26
Aug, 25 Sep, 25 Oct, and 24 Nov, and represented as sampling
dates S1–S5, respectively. The colonized and non-colonized
sediments were sampled in duplicate the first five times. Tanks
were filled using tap water to levels initially maintained at
30 cm, and raised to 70 cm as plants grew (Fig. 1).

sc

the water quality can be significantly improved by reconstructing
macrophytes (Barko et al., 1991; Blindow et al., 1993). Furthermore,
the presence of vegetation and intense microbial activity at the
root-sediment interface can have a strong influence on the
composition of the sedimentary organic matter, in such a way
that those environments are considered independent subsystems
in the sediment, commonly referred to as the rhizosphere (Mucha et
al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2006; Otero et al., 2007). A number of important
biological functions of plant roots, including nutrient uptake,
respiration and exudation, can considerably alter the chemical
and the biochemical status in the rhizosphere soil compartment,
such as nutrient concentrations, pH, redox potential, and organic
matter (Hinsinger, 1998, 2001; D'Orazio and Senesi, 2009). In
particular, rhizodeposition processes can have a major impact on
soil microorganisms' molecular size and on the fate of C both in
terrestrial and aquatic environments, since about 20% of the C
assimilated by photosynthesis is released by roots in rhizodeposition (Nguyen, 2003; D'Orazio and Senesi,., 2009). Hence, the
colonization of the sediments by plants causes the introduction of
biochemical residues into the organic carbon pool of the sediments,
thus leading to different properties of organic matter depending on
the presence or absence of vegetation (Otero et al., 2007, 2010).
Fluorescence spectroscopy can reveal important information
about aquatic dissolved organic matter (DOM) composition and
cycling (Burdige et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2004). It also has been
related to plant activity, by which the presence of plants affects
the fluorescence properties of DOM in porewater (Otero et al.,
2007). Some studies also researched the fluorescence properties of
estuarine pore waters from colonized and non-colonized sediments (Otero et al., 2007, 2010). In this sense, fluorescence
spectroscopy may provide interesting composition information
on sediment organic matter.
One may ask, how will the composition of sediment organic
matter change, if the two factors of both vegetation and varying
sediment nutrient level conditions coexist? Therefore, in this
work, by means of DOM fluorescence detection, a controlled
experiment was designed with the major objective of investigating the influence of nitrogen abundance on sediment organic
matter in macrophyte-dominated lakes.
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Fig. 1 – Schematic diagrams of the experimental device: left, root boxes in the glass tank with water; right, sectional drawing
of root box.

aif b j f ck f þ ei jk

i ¼ 1; 2; ……I; j ¼ 1; 2; ……J;

ð1Þ

f ¼1

k ¼ 1; 2; ……K
where, xi jk is the fluorescence intensity for the ith sample at
emission wavelength j and excitation wavelength k and aif is
directly proportional to the concentration of the fth analyte
in the ith sample. Both bjf and ck f are linearly related to the
emission and excitation spectra at wavelengths j and k
respectively for the fth analyte, and ei jk is the residual noise,
representing the variability not accounted for by the model.
The relative abundances of each of all components were
presented as CX% (e.g., component 1, C1%).

1.5. Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses (mean value, linear and non-linear fitting)
were performed with SPSS 11.0 software (SPSS company, USA).
Regression and correlation analyses were used to examine the
relationships between variables using SPSS software. Hierarchical
cluster and principal component analysis (PCA) were conducted
based on the relative abundance of PARAFAC components.
Significance levels are reported as non-significant (NS) (p > 0.05),
significant (*, 0.05 > p > 0.01) or highly significant (**, p < 0.01).

2. Results
2.1. Relative growth of submersed macrophytes in different
types of sediments
In the experiment, every plant organ of Myriophyllum showed
coincident growth trends with time in different nitrogen

2.2. EEM-PARAFAC components of DOM fluorescence
In the present study, seven fluorescent components (C1–C7)
were validated by PARAFAC using all sediment samples
collected from the experiment (Fig. 3).
The spectral characteristics of the components were similar
to those of DOM fluorescence previously reported in other
aquatic environments (Table 1) (Cory and McKnight, 2005;
Stedmon and Markager, 2005; Yamashita et al., 2008).
There were two excitation maxima (310 nm and 255 nm) at
400 nm emission observed in the EEM of C1 that were similar
to the marine humic-like fluorescence peak M and the
terrestrial humic-like fluorescence peak A traditionally defined for DOM (Coble, 1996; Coble and Timperman, 1998;
Burdige et al., 2004), and the PARAFAC components of
terrestrial and marine humic-like materials (Murphy et al.,
2008; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008; Williams et al., 2010).
C2 and C4 were categorized as the traditional terrestrial
humic-like peak A, and C3 was categorized as a mixture of the
traditional terrestrial humic-like peaks A and C. Their spectral
features were also similar to reported terrestrial-derived humiclike PARAFAC components (Murphy et al., 2008; Yamashita and
Tanoue, 2008; Williams et al., 2010).
C5 and C7 were similar to a protein-like fluorescent
compound that has been previously observed (Murphy et al.,
2008; Williams et al., 2010) and confirmed as an autochthonous
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PARAFAC statistically decomposes the complex mixture of
DOM fluorophores into components without any assumptions
about their spectral shapes or numbers. The data signal is
decomposed into a set of three linear terms and a residual
array (Stedmon et al., 2003):

treatments (Fig. 2). The whole biomass of plants reached the
highest level in the second sampling and then decreased, and
the maximum for roots was one month later than for whole
plants and occurred in the third sampling.
In spite of similar growth tendencies, macrophyte biomass
variation rates were different for the four nitrogen treatments
(Fig. 2). All growth indexes with nitrogen addition (N1, N2, N4)
were lower than those of the control group N0. This indicated
that nitrogen addition inhibited the growth of macrophytes.
With the increasing of nitrogen doses, this inhibition phenomenon was increasingly severe. For example, three months
after the third sampling in 26 August, the biomass of roots
showed a 71.4% decrease in the N4 treatment compared to
50.6% in N0.
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1.4. PARAFAC modeling
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Fig. 2 – Growth differences of plant height and fresh weights for different doses of ammonium chloride. N0 is sediment studied
with no added nitrogen; N1, N2, and N3 are sediment + nitrogen (N, NH4Cl 100, 200 and 400 mg/kg, respectively.
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To better assess DOM fluorescence differences in the experiment, PCA was conducted on the basis of the relative
abundance of 7 PARAFAC components (Fig. 6). The first and
second axes of the PCA (factors 1 and 2, respectively) for the
whole water samples accounted for 64.26% and 18.85%,
respectively, of the variance in PARAFAC component distribution. Although all samples were included, the PCA scores
were plotted on the first two axes separately for each site to
avoid crowding of points on a single plot.
Fig. 6a shows the property–property plots between first
and second factor loadings. The three humic-like components (C1, C3 and C4) and autochthonous tyrosine-like

.ac

Statistical analyses have previously been used successfully in
determining spatial compartmentalization of EEM-PARAFAC

2.4. Principal component analysis of PARAFAC components

sc

2.3. Cluster analysis of PARAFAC components in the experiment

datasets (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008; Yao et al., 2011). Thus,
to uncover spatial similarity and differences in the fluorescent
characteristics of DOM, a cluster analysis was conducted using
the relative abundances (% of total) of the 7 EEM-PARAFAC
components for colonized sediment and non-colonized sediment, respectively (Fig. 5).
The colonized samples clustered into three types according to sampling time rather than nitrogen concentration
gradient. Three clustering types were formed by Type 1 (S1
and S5), Type 2 (S4, N0 and N1 of S2), and Type 3 (S3, N2 and
N4 of S2) (Fig. 5). These changes were similar to those of
macrophytes, suggesting that PARAFAC components in the
colonized sediments were markedly influenced by macrophytes, especially roots. Unlike the colonized samples (figure
not listed), the non-colonized samples presented no sign of
similarity according to either sampling time or nitrogen concentration gradient.

je

tryptophan-like fluorescence peak T (Coble, 1996; Coble and
Timperman, 1998). These components were also similar to the
PARAFAC components of the autochthonous tryptophan-like
and amino acids that are free or bound in proteins that have
been previously reported (Stedmon and Markager, 2005;
Murphy et al., 2008; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008).
C6 could be categorized as the previously defined autochthonous tyrosine-like fluorescence peak B. This component was
also similar to autochthonous protein-like PARAFAC components (Stedmon and Markager, 2005; Murphy et al., 2008;
Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008).
The relative abundance of humic-like components was
higher than protein-like components in all samples, demonstrating that humic substances are the primary constituents
in the sediments (Santín et al., 2009).
The fluorescence intensities of total fluorescence (FI) by
PARAFAC in various sample types are shown (Fig. 4). From 7 to
27 Jul, FI values of both the colonized and non-colonized
samples decreased, showing the consumption of organic
matter by bacteria in the sediment. But then there was a
difference between the two treatments. In the case of the
colonized samples, regardless of nitrogen treatment, there
was a clear tendency towards a decrease and then increase
with time in the fifth sampling. On the contrary, FI of the
non-colonized samples did not show any clear trend and
stayed mainly around the same value, which must be related
to the absence of plants.
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Fig. 3 – PARAFAC model output showing fluorescence signatures of seven components identified. Contour plots (C1–C7)
present spectral shapes of excitation and emission. Line plots (C1–C7) at the bottom side of contour plots present split-half
validation results for seven components.
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protein-like fluorescence than other samples (ANOVA,
p < 0.01). By contrast, clustering Type 3 showed positive factor
1 loadings, suggesting that these samples had higher relative
abundance of humic-like fluorescence (ANOVA, p < 0.01). Clustering Type 2 was located in the middle range between Types 1
and 3. However, for the non-colonized samples, there was no
obvious difference with time (Fig. 6c).
The change in FI was not equal in the colonized and noncolonized sediments, but more evident in the colonized
sediments, where the FI changes were especially visible for the
protein-like fluorescence components. Along with the increase
of root biomass, the relative abundance of tryptophan-like
fluorescence (C5 + C7)% decreased and fell to the lowest value
with the highest root biomass in the Sam3. Then, it increased
with decreasing root biomass.
Fig. 7 shows the influence of nitrogen enrichment and
time on PCA scores of DOM fluorescence. In the colonized

je

fluorescence component C6 concurrently showed positive
factor 1 loadings. The autochthonous protein fluorescence
components C5 and C7, though located in the third quadrant,
were close to the factor 1 axis. The humic-like component C2
showed positive factor 2 loadings. Hence, taken in this sense,
the higher PCA factor 1 indicated the higher relative
abundance of humic-like components and the lower relative
abundance of autochthonous tryptophan-like components,
and vice versa. And the higher PCA factor 2 indicated the
higher C2%.
Fig. 6b plots PCA factor 1 and 2 scores of samples from the
colonized samples. There is an analogy between the PCA results
and those of cluster analysis for the colonized samples. The
samples of different sampling times were clustered separately,
showing significant differences. For example, S1 and S5
(clustering Type 1) showed negative factor 2 loadings, suggesting that these samples had higher relative abundance of
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Table 1 – Spectral characteristics of excitation and emission maxima of seven fluorescent components identified by
PARAFAC modeling, compared with previously identified sources.
Component

Exmax/
Emmax

Traditional peak
Coble (1996)

C1

310 (255)/400

Peak M: 290–310/370–420
Peak A: 230–260/380–460

C2
C4
C3

230/410
255/495
265 (360)/445

Peak A: 230–260/380–460

Comparison with other studies
using PARAFAC

Peak A: 230–260/380–460
Peak C: 320–360/420–480

280 (240)/345

Peak T: 225–230 (275)/340–350

C4: 280/318 (Yamashita et al., 2008)
C7

225 (285)/340

C6

220 (270)/295

C6: 280/328 (Murphy et al., 2008)
P6: 275/318 (Murphy et al., 2008)
P5: 275/310 (Murphy et al., 2008)
C8: 275/304 (Stedmon et al., 2005)
C7: 270/299 (Yamashita et al., 2008)

Peak B: 275/305–310

sediments, both PCA factor 1 and 2 scores showed a similar
tendency with time in all nitrogen treatments, in which all
the inflection points appeared in S3. PCA factor 1 scores
were lower before S3 and then higher than PCA factor 2
scores. But in the case of the non-colonized samples, these
tendencies were not clear. With the nitrogen concentration
increasing, for PCA factor 1 scores, the coefficient of variations
were ordered N2 > N1 > N0 > N4 in the colonized sediments.
But in the non-colonized sediments, the order was N4 >
N2 > N1 > N0.

N0

100

Marine and terrestrial
humic materials
Terrestrial humic substances,
widespread “A” peaks
Terrestrial humic substances,
widespread “A” and “C” peaks

Autochthonous tryptophan-like
fluorescence.
Amino acids, free or bound in
proteins

Autochthonous tyrosine—like
fluorescence

3. Discussion
3.1. Characteristics of protein-like fluorescence
Protein-like fluorescence is thought to be both produced and
consumed by microorganisms; and in the root-sediment
system, plant roots can produce exudates that have traditionally
been grouped into low and high MW compounds, and amino
acids are known to be included among the low MW root-derived

N1

N2

N4

Colonized samples

Fluorescence Intensity (QSU)

80

60

40
100

Non-colonized samples

80

7 Jul

27 Jul

26 Aug

25 Sep

25 Oct

Sampling date

sc

Fig. 4 – Fluorescence intensities of total fluorescence by PARAFAC in the colonized and non-colonized samples.
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40
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60
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C5

C1: <250 (310)/416 (Williams et al., 2010)
C6: 325 (<260)/385 (Yamashita et al., 2008)
P1: 310/414 (Murphy et al., 2008)
C3: 260 (370)/490 (Murphy et al., 2008)
C1: <260/458 (Yamashita et al., 2008)
C3: 260 (370)/490 (Murphy et al., 2008)
P8: <260 (355)/434 (Murphy et al., 2008)
C1: <260/458 (Yamashita et al., 2008)
C1: <250 (355)/474 (Williams et al., 2010)
C7: 280/344 (Stedmon et al., 2005)
C4: 275/306 (338) (Stedmon et al., 2005)

Description and
probable source
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1.0

a

C2

C1

PCA factor 2 loading

0.5
C4

0.0
C3

C7

C6
C5

-0.5

-1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

PCA factor 1 loading
2

b
1

Second prinpical factor score

compounds (Melnitchouck et al., 2005). Tryptophan is an important fraction of the root exudates and may be locally
consumed by microorganisms (Melnitchouck et al., 2005). In our
experiment, C7 were identified as the tryptophan-like fluorescence components, and the fluorescence characteristics of C5
were similar to a blue-shifted tryptophan-like fluorescence (Fig. 2
and Table 1) (Maie et al., 2006; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008).
According to experimental results, we found that C5 and C7 had
behaviors similar to root growth (Fig. 5a), indicating a common
source and similar removal processes in general (Yao et al., 2011).
Williams et al. (2010) proved the positive relationship
between C5 (similar to typical peak T or C7) and extracellular
leucine aminopeptidase activity (a biologically relevant microbial enzyme that can transform the DOM pool by cleaving
N-terminus amino acids from peptide chains for microbial
carbon and nitrogen uptake), which further supports the link
between microbial activity and protein-like components of the
DOM pool. For our experiment, the variation of C5 and C7 with
root growth in the colonized sediments may be related to activity
at the rhizosphere, which is directly influenced by root exudates
and associated microorganisms (Jaynes and Carpenter, 1986).
On the contrary, the other protein-like component, C6, was
considered a tyrosine-like fluorescence peak, and its behavior
was quite different from autochthonous tryptophan-like fluorescence components C5 and C7. Tyrosine has been previously
associated with the autochthonous production of DOM (Coble
and Timperman, 1998) and the degradation of terrestrial organic
matter (Stedmon and Markager, 2005). The tyrosine-like fluorescence also has been considered to be derived from tyrosine

0

-1

Sam1
Sam2
Sam3
Sam4
Sam5

-2

-3
-1

0

1

2

First prinpical factor score

c
Second prinpical factor score

1

0

-1
Sam1
Sam2
Sam3
Sam4
Sam5

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

First prinpical factor score
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residues in low molecular weight DOM, which might be highly
biodegraded and biorefractory (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2003).
In this study, C6 is only related to humic-like C3 (r2 = 0.688,

je

Fig. 5 – Cluster analysis (Ward method) of relative abundance
of 7 PARAFAC components. S1–S5 represent sampling dates 7
Jul, 27 Jul, 26 Aug, 25 Sep, and 25 Oct respectively. The sample
numbers present the combinations of sampling dates and
nitrogen treatments, e.g. S1N0 presents the sample with
0 mg/kg of added nitrogen concentration on 7 Jul.

Fig. 6 – Results of Principal component analysis (PCA). (a)
Property-property plots of PCA factor loadings, (b) and (c)
property–property plots of PCA factor scores of the colonized
and non-colonized samples respectively.
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PCA factor 1 score
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Fig. 7 – Changes in PCA scores (PCA factor 1 and 2 scores) with nitrogen treatment in the colonized and non-colonized samples.
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Combined with the relative growth of submersed macrophytes, we found that the relative component changes of
DOM fluorescence in the colonized sediments were in direct
relation to the change of root biomass with time. The decrease
of the tryptophan-like fluorescence components with root
growth in the beginning suggested that sediment supplied
protein-like materials to root growth as nutrients (Barko and
Smart, 1983). Subsequently, it increased with decreasing root
biomass, suggesting that roots and associated microbial
activity were responsible for this increment in the proteinaceous organic matter in sediments (Otero et al., 2007). This
phenomenon was related to the plant activity, such as root
exudates at the colonized site (Jaynes and Carpenter, 1986).
With increasing nitrogen concentration, the coefficient
variations of PCA scores were different in the colonized and
non-colonized sediments. The coefficient variations of PCA
factor 1 scores followed the order N4 > N2 > N1 > N0 in the
non-colonized sediments, suggesting that sediment nutrient
variations can influence organic matter cycling directly in
the sediment without plants. But in the colonized sediments,
the order becomes N2 > N1 > N0 > N4, suggesting that the

sc

3.2. Joint influence of nitrogen enrichment and vegetation on
sediment organic matter

presence of vegetation changes the organic matter cycling
with the increasing nitrogen concentration in the sediment.
Therefore, in the experiment, the root formation parameters of the studied plant were significantly affected by adding
N in sediments, which may be related to the reason that the
root growth was affected by N addition (Wang et al., 2009). In
the condition of low nitrogen concentration (such as N0–N2),
increasing NH+4 concentration makes a positive contribution
to promote root growth and then delays root biomass decline.
This suggested that adding a low concentration of N in
sediments can play a part in supplying nutrients to the
plants. However, at the higher nitrogen concentrations (such
as N2to N4), increasing NH+4 concentration resulted in
impaired plant or root growth (Sonneveld, 2002). Under such
conditions, the intensive uptake of NH+4 may result in an
increase in the intracellular concentration of ammonia, which
is highly toxic to the plant cells (Taiz and Zeiger, 1991). It has
been well documented for root and tuber crops that excessive
nitrogen supply resulted in a decrease in the accumulation of
carbohydrate reserves in storage organs (Baird et al., 1995).
Hence, our experimental results manifested that, if the two
factors of both vegetation and varying sediment nutrient level
conditions coexist, nitrogen enrichment may influence organic matter cycling in the sediment by influencing vegetation and relevant microbial activity.

je

p < 0.01) rather than C5 or C7 (Figs. 6a and 7), suggesting that C6
co-varies with the terrestrially derived humic-like component.
Therefore, combining the previous references, we could deduce
that C6 might come from the degradation products of the
terrestrially derived humic-like component in the sediment.
These observations are also consistent with the results in the
phytoplankton degradation experiments (Zhang et al., 2009).
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